70005
Door Hinge Liners for 1976 to 2006
Jeep® Wrangler TJ, YJ and CJ

REQUIRED TOOLS
HAMMER
SANDPAPER
SOCKET SET
FLATHEAD SCREWDRIVER

KIT CONTAINS
HINGE LINERS
OEM DOOR BUSHING REMOVAL TOOL

1) REMOVE DOORS
Remove the upper and lower door hinge
nuts.

Disconnect your door strap, roll down the
window, grasp the door firmly and lift
straight up. You may need to work the door
back and forth as you lift.
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2) REMOVE OEM DOOR BUSHINGS
Use the included Door Bushing Removal
Tool and a hammer to carefully tap out your
OEM door bushings. Use the tool on the
bottom of the hinge as shown here.

NOTE: Jeeps equipped with hinges with a
machined “step” inside the hinge (1994 to
1999) will require a punch or flathead
screwdriver to remove the OEM bushing.
You may want to use a piece of cardboard
or a shop rag to protect the side of your
Jeep from errant hammer swings. If the
OEM door bushings are stubborn, you may
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want to soak them in a penetrating
lubricant.

4) REINSTALL YOUR DOOR
Slide your door back onto the hinges and
reinstall your door nuts.

NOTE: Installing hinge liners on 1994 to
1999 models will require trimming. Line up
the hinge liner with the included tool as
show in the picture below and cut at the
top line using a utility knife.

5) REPEAT THIS PROCESS ON THE OPPOSITE
DOOR.
6) ENJOY YOUR NEW KENTROL DOOR HINGE
LINERS!

3) INSTALL KENTROL DOOR HINGE LINERS
If necessary, lightly sand the inside of the
hinge until it is smooth. Slide the hinge
liners into the hinges by hand. DO NOT USE
A HAMMER OR THE REMOVAL TOOL, as it
may break the liners. It may be necessary to
use a drill bit or other means to clean out
the corrosion left by the factory hinges.
Using a small amount of grease can also
help.

If the liners do not install easily, please
check that you have OE hinges. Some
aftermarket hinges look very similar to OE
hinges.
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